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ROBEL ELECTED ASSC PRESIDENT:
HOFFMANN DEFEAT UNEXPECTED
The

STUDENT
OBSERVER
BILL MARSH
Dear President-Elect,
Today you are to be sworn Into
office. At the ASSC meeting you
will climb to the rostrum and
address the assembled students.
They will want words of encouragement and will be anxoius to
hear what you have to say about
the men who ran against you.
You, Steve Robel, are the new
president of the ASSC. The burden is yours.
Among the students seated before you will be "wheels" and defeated candidates. There will be
the men who will share the work
with you. That body in the XC
hall is the body to whom you, as

Industrial Safety Confab
Next Tuesday; Sponsored
By Labor-Management Forum

REV. FRANK P. WOOD

lege.

As you, Steve Robel, mentally
review the work and sacrifice of
Fred Holt and all that he has
accomplished through a difficult
period, remember that you, too,
are faced with a rocky road. Fred
has laid the groundwork, now you
must carry on. There were promises of reforms and more student
spirit, of more Interest to be generated and better advertising of
activities. These are your issues,
you must meet them.
You have promised a big year
for the College and the students
demand that you come through
with the goods. The men who
were defeated are also able men.
They are the men who, with Fred
Holt, have done the work in the
past. They are the men upon
whom you must rely to do the
work In the future. You must be
willing to sacrifice as much as
Fred Holt did to make THIS
year a success. Your promises
have been big, your actions must
be bigger.
Criticism Is sometimes needed,
but as you take over the gavel
remember that from here on you
must do more than criticize. The
student body elected you, the
"wheels" will help you, but above
all remember that you, and you
alone must see that things are
done.
Those faces you look down
upon from the rostrum are
acclaiming you as their new leader. These are the people who elected you. The man who wins is
always popular. Everyone wishes
to congratulate him and climb
on the bandwagon.But these same
faces will look at you, if you do
not succeed, with disappointment,

bitterness and contempt.
We present these problems,
not with the purpose of criticizing, but to show you the difficulties you must overcome and
especially the responsibility that
rests on your shoulders.

Main speakers at the conference
will be Mr. Dan Weston of the
Washington State Federation of
Labor (A.F. of L.) and Mr. Harold Werson, President of the Paget Sound Chapter, American Society of Safety Engineers. Mr. J.
T. Bradshaw of Pnget Sound Power and Light will act as Master
f Ceremonies at the opening ses-

ion.

"Former Student"

Fr.F.P. Wood
To Sing First
Mass On July 6

Other speakers for the evening
will be: Mr. Albi of City Light,
Mr. Dan MacFarland of the
Washington State Department of
Labor and Industriee, Seattle.Of^
ice, Mr. Sidney Wampole, Direcor of the Washington State Industrial Insurance Section of the
Department of Labor and Indusry, in Olympia, who will explain
he state's safety program, and
afford information on Insurance
ates, respectively.
Many NorthwestManufacturers
are sending films, displays, and
peakers, as well as representaives, some of which we mention

School Picnic
At 5 MileLake
On This Sunday
"Proves Surprise

Victor"

.
.
Breaks Tradition

Editorikl
Spectator

"Defeat Unexpected"

|

"

yj*m2
We shall not comment upon the fact **»* onl
voted
2100
students out SHE enrollment of some
Wednesday's election.

The traditional picnic and goal
of this year's prom goers and of
all students is the All School Picnic at Five Mile Lake this Sunday. Sponsored by the Sophomore
class under chairman Louie DeLateur, the picnic Is a full day
and evening of Softball, swimming
and dancing, the final event of
the scholastic year Tradition and
the last chance to say -goodbye
to a lot of old friends have made
this picnic much more than a lot
of fun.
Free ice cream, pop, and aspirin
are provided for the students by
George Beyteblere's refreshment
committee Tuxedos and formats
are out, please go home and
change before coming to the picnic but all are asked to bring
their own lunches and sunburn
lotion The only charge is a 25c
entrance fee enforced by the concession owners at the lake.
Trucks will leave the College
at 10:30 Sunday morning for the
picnic grounds. Those who attended the Junior Prom will appreciate the fact that the round trip
is only fifty cents. Joe O'Brien
and Dave Evans are accepting the
names of those who wish to go
In the trucks. Passenger lists are
also posted on the bulletin board.
If you wish to take advantage of
this transportation,sign up today.
Those traveling by auto will
go out the main Tacoma highway
as far as the Puyulliip cutoff five
miles this side of Tacoma. You
will pass the Green Parrot t
closed Sundays
and continue
down the road until a "Nell's
Resort" sign marks a turn to the
right. For further information
please consult the map in the
lobby of the LA building.

SC Graduate Will SC's Annual Prom
Tomorrow Night
Lead U. of W
Hotel —
Law Association At Olympic
Prom, which

.
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takes place tomorrow night,
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below.
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Jesuit Fathers at Seattle Prep ers, both A.F. of L.
to wear tuxedos, but Jim
accompanies such a victory.
The Conference has created a which
and Seattle College.
McKay and Virginia Clark, coboth
A prominent student during his chairmen of the dance, announced
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days at Seattle Wednesday that, due to a great
quarters
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night will mark one of Seattle
theological studies at Alma, Calif.
The constitution, which has
College's greatest annual events,
He will be ordained to the sacred been posted on the bulletin board
the Junior Prom, honoring the
priesthood in St. Mary's Cathedral the past week for observation,
The annual Baccalaureate Mass graduating seniors. All those who
on June 6, 1947, by his Excellency will be voted upon and plans (or
the Most Rev. John J. Mitty, D.D., the summer quarter will be dis- will be offered this Sunday, May are participating in the staging
25, at the St. Joseph's Church at of the prom deserve a vote of
Archbishop of San Francisco.
cussed.
At his first Solemn High Mass
thanks for their worthy efforts
The speaker for the evening 11:00.
and
hard work."
Hun-is,
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the Rev. Francis E.
Addressing over 100 members
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Rev. Charles J. Suver, S.J.,
the
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Celebrant of the solemn high
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Small,
University, will preach the occaEvery member is requested to Mass is the Rev. H. O.
in
will
be
attired
Seniors
sional sermon.
bring a suggestion for the name IS.J.
caps and gowns.
(Continued on page 4)
of the club.

Sociology Club
To Decide On
Constitution

Treasurer's Race Won By
Gary With TwoYote Margin;
Tangney Elected Vice-Prexy

Election results Wednesday proved to be nothing less
than amazing when Steve Robel, junior mechanical engineering student, was elected to the office of presidency of the
ASSC by a 49-vote majority over his favored opponent,
Mike Hoffmann.
Observers after Friday's
primary elections had practically conceded the election
to Hoffmann. His overwhelming majority in Friday's election was basis for this ob-

Seattle College has achieved another first. For the first
time in the history of the State of Washington, an industrial safety conference is to be held. Next Tuesday evening at 7:30, the Labor-Management Forum of Seattle College will present the first of what promises to be an annual affair. Represented at the conference will be all the
key industries in Seattle, and in the Eeattle bargaining area.

president, are responsible. That
responsibility is heavy. These people have been promised, many
things and here is where ybu start
to show that you can make good.
That those campaign promises
were not empty promises.

The man whose shoes you must
fill has devoted his time and effort to the College and to the
students. He has worked hard
and long, dropping subjects from
his curriculum rather than neglect the ASSC. He has worked
out a student handbook that will
materialize in September when
the new crop of Freshmen enter
the College. Fred Holt has worked
hard through the transition of
the wartime to the post-war Col-

MIKE HOFFMANN

STEVE ROBEL

100 Graduates

To Attend The
Baccalaureate

ALL-SCHOOL
PICNIC
5 MILE LAKE
SUNDAY

—

PREVI EW
OF THE WEEK
Friday, May 16

—

SC va. WWCE
Tennis there
SC vs. WWCB
Golf there
Saturday, May 17
Junior Prom 9-12
Spanish Ballroom

—

—

Jimmy Shevenko
Sunday, May 18
"Good for Nothing"
An School Picnic
5 mile lake all day
Monday, May 19
Sociology Club Meeting
LA Building— 7:3o
IK meeting 7:30
Tuesday, May 20
Aegis Distributed
Forum Club Meeting

—
—

—

Elections 7:30, Rm. 210
Wednesday, May 21
Sodality Meeting
8:00— X of C
#
Thursday, May 23
"SC On The Air"
8:30 KEVR

—

servance.

Elected to office with Steve

were Tom

Tangney, vice-president; Katherine Morrison, secretary; Hank Cary, treasurer; and
Joe O'Brien, sergeant-at-arms.
Positions on the Senior Advisory Board were filled by Bet Abbot, Jim McKay, and Nora Jean

Murry. Rosemary Barrett, Pat
Collins, and Chris^McHugh werechosen as the Juniiir members" on

the board while Dorm Cox, Al
Small, and Frank Vena will rep-

resent the Sophomores.
Robel, seemingly the dark horse
that everyone was talking- about,
and Hoffmann had carried on a
spirited campaign throughout the

week.
The appearance of the mimeographed sheet, The Rebel, was
conceded by many as being the
smartest and most original idea
In campaigning for the entire

election.
Platforms of both students
called for more open policies and
the full cooperation of all the
students at the College.
F. L. ASHE COMMENTS
F. 1.. Ashe, originator of the
term XXX's (Keep Klique Kon-

trol) made this statement late
Wednesday night concerning Robel's election to office: "The
XXX's bowed their heads in defeat as a "new party" the EEE's
(Engineers Emancipate Electorate) were swept into top administrative positions of the Seattle
College student body last Wednesday.
"The die has been cast. The
voters have spoken.
"The hope that springs eternal
in the hearts of the anti-KKK's
is that the EEE's will bring an
improvement and NOT just an
alphabetical replacement for "klique kontrollers" of yore.
"The ball game now goes to
the triple E's.
"Let us extend the hope that
they will not sell their supporters

short,

"The desire of the majority for
anew deal is apparent.,The EEE's
had best not fail, or the defeat
of their rivals this time will seem
at the next election like a girlscout pickle hunt.
"For if they fail the EEE's
could well stand for "Engineers
Eradicate Emancipation!!!"

TAKE OFFICE NEXT FRIDAY
Robel and the other candidates
will be officially sworn into office
at the ASSC meeting next Friday,
May 23.

TREASURER'S RACE CLOSE
Closest margin of victory in any
of the races was Hank Carey's
victory over Blackie Thomas for
treasurer. Cary won by the narrow margin of two votes.
Elections on the advisory board
ran true to form with only one
or two selections proving to be
surprising.
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Election Censorship Reasonless
Sometimes we are reminded of the fact that as
college students we are supposed to act like men and
women. That our kidishness is over.
We have heard this statement over and over and
it has at times proved to be quite embarrassing.
But now that we have been reminded we feel that
this statement pertains to the students in the way they
conduct themselves and in the way that they conduct
school affairs.
Probably one of the most antiquated and kiddish
ideas ever to appear in a college is the election committee's refusal to have published the number of votes
cast in the recent election.
Stating that they were conducting this election on
the same pattern as followed in the national and city
elections, they implied that the college student under
voting age would receive useful experience in this line.
However, their stand on the publication of election
figures does not bear out with the aims of the election
or with the idea that we act like men and women.
Their reasons stated in a rushed sentence are that
it isn't proper and that it wasn't done last year, We
certainly hope that another reason does not prompt
them towards such action.
Let' hope that this, though small as it may seem,
point wiH be given the proper attention before the
nextelections.

Steve Robel, Students9 Choice
As was stated in his platform:
"Two hours before the nominations no one had
any idea of Steve running. The election came into
the conversation and after practically shanghaiing
the man he agreed to the nomination.'*
That man is now president of the Associated Students of Seattle College. Steve Robel, who was given
only an outside chance of ever winning the presidential election was swept into office Wednesday
afternoon in what will probably be talked of as one
of the most surprising events at the College this year.
By doing this he has shown that he is able to fight
when the chips are down. And referring to his platform again, "the amatuers have usually had the
answer when the blue chips were really down.''
Steve has been elected to fill the most important
student office in the school and with this distinction
has made some very noteworthy promises.

He advocated the need of "new leadership to let

the student body as a whole feel that they are a
part of their government; to give everyone opportunity to assist in school functions to take the load
off a few and put it upon all and to give publicity to
pending activities before they are over."

Those ideas are commendable and we know that
he has many more.
He will have to admit that he is pretty much on
the spot. He'll be watched like a hawk. Mistakes
he makes will be criticized, however; no man is

perfect.

His success in this office depends upon himself.
Students who supported him believe he can do
it and after this week's election we believe that the
student body is pulling for him.

TEN YEARS AGO IN THE SPEC
Margaret Guest, editor of
the yearbook, announces that It
will appear on the twenty-sixth
of May.

" " "

Father Francis J. Corkery,
S. J., president of Seattle College, announces Friday, May 21
as a day of rest for students.
It is the custom for the president to set aside one day each
year as a special holiday for the
Ntudents.

" "

"

Committee members for the

LBDVILMISSOURI, deer son.
i been wantin 2 write you a
handwrit letter like you writ 2
us but i must cornfess i plum
fergot how to write, your girl
cousin sally is wrltln this from

L. JOHN FLOOD
GEORGE ANDERSON
FRANCIS E. DRAKE

debate picnic to be held Kay
15 are Alice McKenzie, Rosanne Flynn, Frank Hayes and
Maurice O'Brien.

" " "

Joanna Boers and Helena
Brand represent S.O. at the
D.OC.W. convention in Tacoma.

" * *

Robert L Smith, editor of the
Spectator, announces that Spec
editorial policy in the coming
school election will be neutral.

.

stoneheepcounty, now that your
stayin in Seattle and goin to
school to git bok larnin it brings
back to me to recollect how
many times i almost had to go
to school.

course you know we folks set
more store by coon huntin than
by books, we had one book i
recollect in the house when i
wuz a youngster and no body
could read it but the storekeep
in the settlement said ut was
a seers and robuck cattylog 1
felt real bad when pa hung It
up in the outhouse you sure
enough got a real chance goin to college son.
yer maw

and me wuz real

proud of you when you come
home In your army suit and the
shoes i dont know how you
stood them on your feet all a
time, the picture of your city
wife is plum purty. we set it
on the shelf with lincolns pitchoor over the washbasin th lectric shaving machine you sent
me is real gud son.
when your maw and me goes
to saint loole some day ill try
it out in a hotel, gittin back to
book larnin when i wuz a kid
a traveling school teacher tried
to hole up in the hila and teach
us schoolin. he didnt last for
some of the fellers wuz right
mean and if he held his life
precious hed skedaddle, he did.

a maggyzeen salesman tried
o sell maggyzeens up her*
once, he nearly starved but 1got
a soft spot for God's creatures
even salesmen and i gave him
a meal and he left behind a
pile of maggyzeincj. son you recollect th *vall paper in your
room was pieces of those maggy.lnes. mebbe thats what set
you off to go to collich gitting
up and goin to bed with all
that readin on the walls and
ceiling.
1 aint the one to preach to
you son but dont git to thinkin
now that you can read a book
from cover to cover and all betwixt your are 2 good for ledvil when you are gitting too
big for your britches recollect
how it wuz that you got to go
to college if it warnt for that
maggyzine salesman and the
maggyzines on the walls you
would still be in ledvil grubbln
for swet potatoes in the south
field, your lovin pappy ezera.

SHORELINE REVISITED
The sun is warm upon the sand andsmoothened shells
The old familiar salt is in the air
And whitened on the pilings, ring-like,
Where the tide has hurried in to place it.
Gulls hang limpid overhead, and wheel
And lazily watch the waves for food.
It is all the same,
Though Ihave spent so long
Forgetting all the same.
Even the same brown fellow caring for the boats,
Mending sails today, looking out across
Hislittle kingdom, and the Sound is staked and claimed
In one surly, sun-squint glance
Of proud propriety.

—

—

The breeze is steady, and very warmly
Reassuring, "He is here
Though from all other haunts of home
He may have fled, here he remains
And bends his strong, lithe body with the wind,
With the sails.
Come down and find him when the sails are set
And sunset creeps in rosy melancholy from the shore."

Editor:
We would like to know why
it is that the only athletes that
come to Seatle College are from
Seattle. The truth i nthis can
be found by looking at the lineup of any basketball or baseball team.
In a recent edition of your
paper you had a list of the
players on the varsity baseball
team. Each and everyone was
from Seattle. We will admit
that Seattle College is making
a good showing on the diamond,
but we are sure there are some

non-native students who can
play as well, if not better, than
some of the "local boys."
We have heard from certain
individuals that to stay on the
team, a definite number of
"clippings" must be kept with
you at all times. We would like
to know the truth of that state-

ment.
Not only does the situation
polned out above make us better, but is surely Is not good
advertisement for Seattle College for drawing out-of-town
students.
—Some of the Boys
From One of the nails
Dear Editor:
Who in the Sam Hill has
been writing 3 plus 4 equals 5
on my locker? For the last
four days I
have erased it only
to find it there In the morning
when I arrive at school. If
someone is trying to get my
goat then they certainly have
succeeded because I'm boiling
Incidentally just what
does this stand (or? Idon't

mad.

think I'm a X.X.X. or a wheel.
Will you tell me please, what
does It mean?
Bewildered.

*

Here the day ends, my love.
Here each day will pause before the dark.
Here our day ended, yet the calm and reassuring
Pulse of waves keeps you here,
Poised beyond my grasp with sails set,
moorings all released,
Yet a little while keeps you here
Where the sun is warm upon the weathered sand
And salt is whitened on the pilings
And the sea comes in.

—

Agnes McSharry

Music of America
— by

What, then, is American music? It is just that: American
music, the music of a great nation, the most cosmopolitan
people on earth, It is the ballads of the hill country and
cowboy, it is jazz, folksongs,
spirituals, iitusflcui comedy, modern symphony and boogiewoogie. There U a great interest and pride in our country's
music taking shape which
should inspii c bettermusic. Has
not Toscani li given his blessing to Rhap tody in Blue, Tommy Dorsey played in Carnegie
Hall? Amer can music is coming of age tiecause it is a part
of us.

dlvidwi into four parts:
music of early America, (2) our folk Music, (3) popular musfcs, jazz and swing, and
(4) our new concert and symphonic music Still to be out
loose form its umbilicalcord is
the American opera. Ithas been
said that there will never be
any true American music untl
the varied cultures of America
are truly welded into one, but
until that day most of us are
content to listen and discriminate to what Is offered.
may be
(1) the

For the time, let us confien
our attention to No. 3 above:
popular music, jazz and swing.
Jazz is music of many aspects.
It is "hot," "sweet," "lowdown," "symphonic variety" and
perhaps not least, borrowed
from the classics, i. c., Grieg,
Chopin, Tchaikovsky or Yiddish
folksongs. It takes roots from
all America. Idissent that jazz
was born in 'the early hours of
the morning in a New Orleans
dive. Jazz is just like Topsy,
that is, in 1915 there it was.
According to Whlteman, jazz "is
not the thing said, but the manner of saying it." It is the most
condemned and loved American
art.

All jazz is founded on the
rock of steady rhythm In the
bass. In ragtime, jass was a
steady ONE-two-THREE four,
ONE-two-THREE-four or march
time. Later it became a more
interesting one TWO three
FOUR because its accents were
displaced. Those who hear In

-

-

-

-

jazz a montony of rhythm ad
mit all they hear is foundational rhythm, but over this is a
freer rhythm or rhythms, and
as Shakespeare is both character and plot, foundational
rhythm and th» other rhythm
Is jazz.

Word to the Innocent
— Roscoe Balch
Seattle College's two favorite umpires, fondly known as
Frank and Jesse, were inrare form last Friday. Ed Black,
Western Washington's likeable pitcher, was disappointed
inthem to say the least. "My fast ball isn't in today, and
they're always wrong on my curve." Chieftain fans also
griped, Father Carmody finally remarking, "any similarity
between the balls and calls is purely concidental."

"* "" "" "* "* ""

Those of us who customarily take a rosy view of the
future were rather shaken the other day. Doctor Volpe,
our local expert on what has been called The Theory and
Practice of Making A Living, touched on some of our
dearer illusions. "It has, he remarked, "been my observation that people who are inbusiness for the personal satisfaction involved,have usually already made their money."

John Davis

color, which devoid of strings
depends on brass and wind for
melody, partakes of true independence of different rhythms

sounded simultaneously. Gershwin's Fascinating Rhythm is
such an example. If you listen
to a jazz band closely you will
discover certain instruments
provide rhythm background (piano, bass, etc.), while others
play the melody, usually a solo
instrument. The real appreciative ear will recognize melody
counterpointed by one or more
supplementary ones which goes
to make complexity of both
melody and rhythm.
Swing' is the offspring of Jan.
and although it la as difficult
to distinguish its birth as jazz,
Louis Armstrong says that it is
America's second bid to
bring forth a worthwhile music
of its own. Here Iwould dissent, for each of the four ideas
in Americanmusic is as important as the other. Swing did
grow as jazz lost freshness and
originality, but much of swing
is reworked from older ideas or
themes. Because much of swing
is tired jam, there has been

sharp criticism.
Today's swing masters can be
admired for good ideas and the
ability to put the idea across.
Benny Goodman is perhaps the
second most important man in
swing. Like any good musician,
whether jazz or concert, Goodman had in the beginning competence in both ideas and talent
to put across the idea. Swing

isn't as distinct an idea from
jazz as many suppose it to be.
Somewhere in its evolution, jazz
beteame fouled up in Tin Pan
Alley, whereas real swing is
the grandson of jazz. Today, the
amused indifference to jazz
and swing is changing Interest
in American music; with the
leal and breach of barriers
between classical and native
music, it Is at last Icoming of
»*"».

ATTENTION
"All Veterans most report Office, Room 7-E, Engineering Building and fill out Form 7-1908. All
Veterans who are returning for
Summer Quarter most request
five days leave on Form 7-1908 in
order not to interrupt their subsistence.
All veterans who are not returnIng for summer school but are returning to Hphool in the Fall Quarter may request all theleave they
have accumulated. However, all
Veterans must complete the Form

This doesn't mean jazz is at
all times polyrhymthlc, but in 7-1908.
its best moments jazz has tone E. M. O'Conneli, Training Officer

** ""

"* *"
We would not say that the blackboards inthe publicity
office are comparable to the London stage, but we beg to
intimate that Jack Gordon is to the ASSC what Gilbert
and Sullivan were to English politics, and those black«*

»*

boards are his medium. Any development on the local
student scene is sure to send him rushing to the boards,
chalk clutched inhand. There he composes the headlines
for a tabloid version of the Spec, retelling ever more fanciful versions of the events. For example, this week he
headlined the front page:
ROBEL BANS SPECTATOR; ASKS
STUDENT RETIREMENT FUND
and the sports page:
TANGNEY NOW V. P.; TO FERE
YANDLE, HIRE BABE RUTH

""

"" ""

"" "" ""

And then there's Bill Quinn's story about the student
who drove down to school and began to look for a parking
space. He drove around and around. Finally he parked in
front of his own house and walked to school.

""

Until a few years ago the music of American composers was viewed with uneasy condescension, as the
music of par of the three Bs was considered the only
music of rfeal value. The works of the Stephen Fosters.
Gershwins, Victor Herberts lacked genius in the sophisticated mfnd. Today, such critics are fewer in number,
and forturlately so.

Technically, American music

LETTER TO
THE EDITOR
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"" "*

"«

"" ""

The Seattle College electorate found a campaign idea,
calculated to stop anyargument, in KatieMorrison's candy
kisses. All who saw the signs found them food for thought.
Father Small, leading the praker before one of his Soc
classes, paused when he saw one on his desk. He completed the prayer, picked up the ad, read, "A kiss from
Katie, the sweetest girl for secretary." Father considererd,
then turning to the nearest male student, said, "here, I
think this is for you."

"" "" ""

"♥

"* ""

Strange things have been going on in a class called
Phonetics. Students have been making speeches on topics
like "Earrings and Shoelaces," or "Brown Suede and
Gold Mesh." A girl we know received this topic from
Mister Crawley, "Green Peas and Peppermint Stripes."
"Wen," she said,
"What on earth did you say?" we
confused."
I
was

ask^d.

ARE YOU A QUIZ KID?

— Michael Kreitz

1. Monsignor Ronald Knox, English priest, (whose translation
of the New Testament Father Lindekugel uses in his classes) is
one of the foremost translators and writers of our times. The following quotation from his English New Testamtnt is found on
page 33. "Then he gathered .the multitude about him, and said to
them. Listen to this, and grasp what it means. It is not what
goes into a man's mouth that makes him unclean; what makes a
man unclean is what comes out of his mount.h" Who can quote
the Evangelist, chapter and verse?
ZI-OT a 'si ja:|dJBUD 'Aiainrtrre }g :HSAA)S*JV
2. About the year 1854 in England and on the continent, it
was considered quite vulgar for a woman to write novels. Of the
many women who were forced to disguise themselves under a pseudonym one called herself George Eliot, and you, all of you, have
met her books in high school. What is her real name?
"sußAa uuy ajbj^ :aHAVSNV
3. Charles Augustus Lindbergh climbed into an airplane with
a pocketful of sandwiches one day and headed toward Europe. For
that little feat he was honored up and down the world and, incidentally, he copped a $25,000 prize for the hop. He wrote a book,
"We," and worked with Dr. Alexis Carrel (Man, the Unknown) on
a scientific experiment. What is the date iLlndbergh crossed the
Atlantic?
"v epßui tog iCu &m iCpurc-A"iiDm», 'zzei 'iz-oz *m =HaMSNv
4. Pioneer Square at First and Yesler Way was the center of
pioneer Seattle's life. It is not a square but a triangular plot in
the heart of "skidroad," the fast-growing slum area of Seattle.
There is a totem pole standing there. How old is It?
"bjibtbiv }o sußjpui A"q psAJBO '6S6K aouiS '■VRMSti.V
5. Ever since that fleet young man ran from Marathon to tell
of the victory of the mighty Greeks, we have been interested In
the mile. Beginning with the year 1865 records on the mile event
have been kept. In 1865 the record was 4 minutes, 44 seconds and
3 tenths. Today (1945) the time is 4 minutes, 1 second and 4
tenths. Do you know the name of the record holder and from
what country he ia?
*K)iqpn pjßoqstfjjjouis
puß siißq jßaui qsipaMg uo painß.il

'DDSVH HaaNUlO =HaMSNV

6. Father Nichols, in his history two classes, would certainly
recommend the short articles by the editor of "Sign Post," page
20 of the Sign Magazine (Seattle College Library) under the title,
Napoleon's Second Marriage. Napoleon Bonaparte was as amorous
as he was remarkable in war, and just as one state was not enough
tor him, one woman was not enough for him either. This was
sad for Josephine Beauharnais, number one wife. Does anyone
know the name of the wife number two?
v£WHK>pnjp9}
b

uo dBM A"q uom olBt— Bixjsny

ATTENTION

jo aeinoq ajJBJi

-WOMISfHV

ATTENTION
Attend the

Attend the
'GOOD for NOTHING9 *GOOD for NOTHING*
ALL SCHOOL PICNIC ALL SCHOOL PICNIC
SUNDAY
SUNDAY
FIVE MILE LAKE
FIVE MILE LAKE

'

-

-
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Chiefs Split Vital W.W.C.E. Series
SC To Meet Bremerton Nine
CHIEFTAINS TO MEET
Chieftains Win
OLYMPIC JR. COLLEGE First Victory in
NINE UNDER THE LIGHTS Class A League

CHIEFTAIN
TOMTOM
. ..

The Western Washington Vikings streigthened their position on top of the Winco league last Friday, as they split
a double-header with the Chieftains, taking the opener 8-7,
and then dropping the nightcap 13-6.

The Seattle College baseball nine meets its first post- The fastball team of Seattle Colseason rival, Olympic Junior College, next Thursday, May
by Tom Tangney
meets the White Realty nine
20, at the Roosevelt Field in Bremerton. The double-header, lege
begin at 7 p.m., will be the second night billing at the Montlake field next Wedmeet. However, the likelihood slated to
i
i
for the Chieftains this year.
desday, May 21. Although preof such a team would hinge
They played beneath the lights
vious games started at 6 p.m., beupon the interest expressed in Bellingham four weeks ago and
ginning on May 19 and carrying
to the athletic Board, Coach lost their first game of the seasplitting the twin bill with
son
by
on through until the finals, on
Yandle, Bill Fenton, or Fr. the Western Washington Viking
July 11, the games will start at
Logan.
nine. Tuesday's games will be
" "

Paul McKillop's leagueleading Turks finally bowed
to defeat last week as Gene
Brenner's Ma Smith fastball
squad jumped on Andre Charvet and company to the tune
.*
of 6-3. However, the Turks
form
winning
Brady
certainly was
Pat
regained their
with
league
and still lead the
consistent in the first game
against Western Washington
10 wins and* 1"defeat.
"
last week as he hit two treTom Tague, centerfielder mendous drives, one a double
and lead off man on Coach and one good for a triple
Fenton's fastball team, had into the same bush in left
quite a time reaching first field. Between games the WW
base Wednesday evening as left fielder petitioned Coach
the Chiefs tangled with the Yandle to remove or at least
Pacific Door nine. Three trim the tree, but the Chieftimes he reached the initial tain mentor contended that
sack on a Hit Batter ruling the park board would not apby the umpire, and three preciate it. In the second
times the Pacific Door team game, however, Pat stayed
objected. And all three times clear of that spot.
* " "
Tom returned to the batter's
very
mil- Unlike most competitive
box as the umpire
lingly reversed his decision. sports the Winco League golf
" " *
championship depends entireof the
Knowledge of several sharp- ly upon the outcome"
All
shooters attending the Col- post-season tournament.
completely
are
lege this quarter brings the other matches
standing of
the
and
ignored
thought to mmd that withthe
upon the
increased athletic program each school restsin the tourplanned for next year itmight three-man teamsYakima has
ney. This year
be well to include a rifle team.
been
named as the site for
of
From the excellent records
two-day tourney to be
some students and the grow- the
this month. The
big enthusiasm for flue on- held late
men
of the Chieftop
three
apparpublicized sport, lit is
working to
willbe
tain
squad
ent that interest' would ride
they shared
high, and a Seattle College regain the title Washington
Western
with
the
team should be able to match
any competition it might Vikings last year.

Terrible Turks Hold Lead
In Intramural League As
Season's End Approaches
The Seattle College Intramural Softball League is

drawing to a close after a very
successful season filled with
lots of color and excitement.
As of Tuesday, the leagueleading Terrible Turks have
cinched a spot in the playoffs, with six of the other
seven teams still having
chances for the playoff

berths.

ing plaudits from the fans is the
pitching of Dick Tobin for the
Van Dee nine. Coach Teed Gaatz
picked up Tobin in mid-season,
and the flaßhy right-hander has
been pitching some good ball

games.

The players on Coach Paul Mc-

Killop's league-leading squad are
as follows: C. McKillop, p; Charvet, lb; Harming, 2b; Pompeo, ss;
Mclver, 3b; Slesk, If; Dahlem, cf;
DeDonato, rf; Gehrtz or Miller.
Seattle College Intra-Mural
Standings

Ski Team Dines As
Season's Skiing
Comes To An End

the first time the schools have
met on the baseball diamond, although on the basketball floor
htey are familiar opponents. The
J. C. nine has beaten the Seattle
Pacific diamond squad which gives
some indication of the respective
strength of the two teams. The
Chiefs squeezed by the Seattle
Pacific Falcons twice by very

tight scores.
Following Tuesdays games, no
other competition has been scheduled as the four remaining league
games for the Bellingham Vikings
may determine future Chieftain
play. The Viks meet the Pacific
Lutheran nine in a twin bill in
Bellingham this afternoon and
the St. Martns squad in another
double-header up north next week.
Should they lose two of these
four games the Chieftains and
Vikings would meet in a playoff
to determine the Western representative. The winner would meet
the Eastern representative on the
west side to determine the Winco
League Baseball Championship.

CWCE Wildcats
Boot Chieftains
in Tennis Play

—

Vena

Ursino

Fish

—

championship.

.

""

-

—

...

—

.. .

lesherwood & Duncan:

6-3,

12-14, 6-3.

ELECTION RESULTS

—
—

—

KATHERINE
MORRISON
Treasurer— HANK CAREY
Sgt.-at-arms JOE O'BRIEN
Senior Advisory Board:
Secretaiy

Bet Abbot, Jim McKay, Nora

Jean Murry
Junior Advisory Board:
Rosemary Barrett, Pat Col-

lins, Chris

McHuffh

Sophomore Advisory Board:
Doihi Cox, Al Small, Frank
Vena

0

1
0

1
.0

3 1
1 1
-2 1
2 1
1 0
0 0
1 0

1
1
0
0
0

-

—

Beasley Says

.. .

Kay vs. Isherwood &

0

2

-

—

'The " Chieftain tennis squad
winds up its scheduled season
Saturday with a trip to Bellingham to meet the Viking squad
for the second time. At the last
meeting in Seattle the Chiefs tastsion. The Chiefs, thus far, have ed defeat, but they travel north
split with St. Martins, winning with much determination. Pre11 to 4 and losing 8 to 7. They vious to this game the racquet
won two matches from the Pacific men of Seattle College have won
Lutheran team by identical scores two and lost three matches.
of 13H to 1%.
Every man on the Seattle College team will be trying for the
three top positions, as a three
President -■-STBVK ROBEL,
man squad will represent the ColVice-President TOM TANG.
lege in the Winco League TwoNEY
Day Tournament in Yakima later

—

Wellens

Cheichi
Ivanich
Ivanich

2

—

garni

—

- --

Crowley

-

FlajolJ

—

_

Emmerson

__ _

—

Showing much strength on the
golf course, the Chieftain divot
team overpowered the St. Martin's
Rangers in a return match played
at Jackson Park last Friday.
Every Chieftain man shot in
the seventies, with Homer Crollard leading the parade with 72,
one over par. He was tied for
medalist honors by Jim Ellis of
the Rangers, the only St. Martins man to hit in the seventies.
In the month.
Norbe Trudeau was the next Seattle College (11)
man in line, with- a three over
Si.,
0
79
par, 74, and Conroy, Nlssen, and ?eufel
3
74
Teufel followed with 76, 77, and >udeau
3
72
;rollard
799 respectively.
76
2
The Chieftain golf squad tra- Jonroy
77
3
«ssen
vels north to Bellingham this it. Martin*— (4)
pta.
score
Saturday to meet the powerful
3
72
Viking team on their home course. Dllta
80
0
3ergwall
met
in
a
Seattle
The two teams
85
0
Iweeney
few weeks back and the men from ohnston
1
82
00
up north nosed out an 8 to 7 deci- Cardiff
0

This gives the Vikings a standing' of 6 wins and 2 losses, with
four games to play. The Chiefs
finished their schedule with Friday's games, ending up with 8
wins and 4 losses. The Vikings
have to drop two of their remaining games to give the Chieftains a chance at the Winco

Totals
27 7 9
Western Wash.
ab r h
-4 1 1
The Vikings picked up an early Nunamaker
1 2 1
Wardrop
lead in the first game, scoring Karnofskl
4 0
2
six runs off seven hits and FIVE Gayda ..._
1 1
-..
.4
p.m.
The Chieftain Ski Team offi- 6:15
4 2 2
Chieftain errors In the first four Partlow
cially completed their season last
2 1 .0
In the City Class A Fastball innings. The Chiefs worked long Wjinders
0 1
D. Burrell ..._
—.4
Saturday evening, when they held
and hard to oversome this handi- J. Burrell
.4 0 1
a stag party, at Captain Jack League, which opened play two cap.
_...2
One run came home In the Reimer
1 1
Koenig'a home, |or all of the men weeks ago, the Chieftain repre3. 0 0
second with a triple by Pat Brady Black
who donated their time and ser- sentatives have met some top com1 0
0
and a double by Bud Emmerson. Lindbloom
vices to the ski team.
petition. In their three game start Two came in the fourth with walks
-...38
8 10
Totals
Those present at this dinner the College squad has been downfor Vito Cheichi and Al Ivanich,
DouWinthrop.
Triples:
Brady,
party were: Cal Druxman, Dick ed twice, 12 to 6 by the Seattle a single by Joe Ward, and dou- bles: Brady (2), Hentz, EmmerKavet, Dick Adams, Rhoady Lee* Port of Embarkation and 5 to 1 bles by Rudy Hentz and Pat son. Hit by pitcher: Wardrop by
Brady.
Pat McKenna, Jack Tangney, by the
Ivanich. Passed ball: Cheichi.
Pacific Door team.
lp ab h or bb so
The Chiefs added one more run
Fritz Kramer, Bill Shoemaker,
7
32 10 7 2 5
Ivanich
singles
by
Eddie Reimer
However, they won their third in the sixth on
Scott Smith, Lauren Barron, Mcl
2 12 0
10
3
Nelson, Ken Arthur, Barney Bite- game last Wednesday by defeating Wellens, Al Ivanich and Bill Nunn, Black
.4 17 7 6 3 1
with a sacrifice sandwiched in by
man, Bob Dietzen, Lee Crabtree,
Washington:
the Frankie and Joe squad.
Cheichi, which got back the run Western
and Jack Koenig.
Runs
103 210 1—
— 8
_...204 110 2—lo2 10
In all games the Chieftain hit- the Vikings had picked up in the
Hits
Preceding me dinner several
ting has been weak, with oneman fifth, to tie the game at seven Seattle College:
members of the, team spent the
010 231 o—7
Runs
shining at the plate, namely Rudy all. The Vikings gathered in a
133 o—90 9
Hits
.....020
day at Chinook Pass, and the fol- Mockel,
walk
and
in
singles
two
the sevthe College shortstop. A
lowing day several others traveled
SECOND GAME
shakeup of the battery may result enth for a run, and then squelchto Naches Pass.
from this.jxopr hitting. Tom Wei- ed a Chieftain rally to win 8-17. Seattle College
r
h
ab
0 0
5
Next year it,is expected that all ler is bidding fia^ an outfield spot
The second game startedoff like Nunn
3 1 0
the members will be back at Se- while utility men Farrejl and Jas- the first, the Vikings picking up Bianchi
3 2
.4
Hentz
attle College, vHth the exception perse may break into the infield
three ruas In the first Inning. Brady
'
3 2 2
lineup.
2 1 0
of Druxman arid Barron.
Budy Hentz reached flrst on a Emmerson
..._
2
2 1
Urelno
Fat
choice,
Brady
■I!elder's
and
2 S 1
Wellens
an'u Bud Emmerson walked to fill Parchem
2 1 0
_..the base**.
2 0 1
John Ursino then Vena
smashed a 'triple to Iclean Ui c
26 13 7
Totals
the third when lion tz was hit by
ab r h
bases. The same thinjr came in Western Wash.
3 0 0
By Ed Beasley
a pitched ball, Bardy singled, and Nunamaker
4
Lindbloom
Wellens
Ursino walked. ..Eddie
1 2 0
Iwasn't too badly broken up by Oakland's double vic- then tripled home the afore-men- Kar.iofsW ........_. .."._...S
1 2
Gayda
:
35 0 0
.'
tory of last Suaday. In fact, I
had a small wager with tloned, and scored himself on Partlow
4 1 2
Winders
single.
Father
that the Rainiers would drop the series. Frank Vena's
D. Burrell
2 .0 0
Rudy Hentz scored his 'third J. Burrell
2 0
0
pitcher
a
running
The first
illustrates the folly of
2 0 0
straight run in the next inning Black

The Central Washington Wildcats set the Chieftains back in a
tennis match last Thursday 6-1,
in a strong wind at Volunteer
Park.
in the late innings of the game especially an old timer
The games were all close and
hard fought, two of the singles like Dick Barrett. With a 5-1 lead, Richard should have
matches and both doubles matches taken three swings and retired to the cool of the dugout.
going three games. The Chiefs'
walked. If the latter, perone victory came in the first dou- Idon't recall whether he hit or
bles match Denton and Hammond haps Casey Stengel used the strategy of his old manager,
went down in the first game 7-9, McGraw. It
was in the last inning of a game in which
and then took the last two 6-4,
plate. On
and 6-2, from Clayton and Long, I neither the Giants or the Reds could dent the
finally
isof the Wildcats.
instructions from the bench, the Giant pitcher
The second doubles match con- sued a pass to the rival hurler. The pitcher and catcher
tained one of the longest sets of
glued to the bag with several throws to the
the day, with Hall and Kay fin- then kept him
ally outscoring their opponents, first sack. The rival manager collaborated by trying to sacIsherwood and Duncan, 14-12.
rifice. A couple of fouls kept the runner pounding the base
Their opponents took the first
and last sets, however, by iden- paths. The Giant hurler was also sharp that day so the
tical scores of 6-3, to win the runner reached but third by the time the side was retired.
match.
The combination of a tough hurling duel plus all the useGame scoring:
less running abot bases so tired the hurler that he was easy
Denton vs. Clayton
Clayton: 6-1, 1-6, 8-6
pickings for the Giants. A cleverly placed bunt, a sacrifice
Hammond vs. Bob Imen
The Chieftains
and a bingle and the game was over
Imen: 6-4, 6-4.
Wallace vs. Oakland
have now played out their schedule in the Winco League.
Oakland: 6-4, 6-3.
We will now have to see who is going to knock over WestHanada vs. Long
After seeing Coach
ern to give us a chance for the title
Long: 4-6, 6-1, 6-2.
Hall vs. Duncan
Lappenbusch in action Iam no longer wondering about the
Duncan: 6-3, 7-5.
solution of the old question— whether the team makes the
Denton & Hammond vs. Clayton
coach or vice versa
The Ail-American selections for
& Long
Denton & Hammond: 7-9, 6-4/
edition of True. Three teams

The Specs have the best spot
(as of 12:00 a.m. Wednesday)
for second at present with one
WLOTP
less loss than any other club. A
1 2
11
Turks
Terrible
tie for these runner-up spots is
5 2
7
Spectator
very likely. George Flood's Rang6 6 2
Killers
ers are currently the hottest club
5 5 4
Bat Busters
Ui the league, having won five Ma Smiths'
5 6 3
out of their last six games, after
4 6 4
Bells
6-2.
being in the cellar at the mid5 7 2
Rangers
&
Hall
way mark. The most recent ac2
3
9
Dee'a
Duncan
quisition to any club that is draw- Van

Chieftain Divoteers Stage
Comeback; Down Rangers
In Play At Jackson Links

Western Washington Vikings
Strengthen Hold On First
Place By Splitting 2 Games

basketball appear in the April
are picked. On the third string we find Ferrin of Utah and
Barksdale of U.C.L.A. Nowhere is there mention of Holy
Cross, national champs. We might expect one player from
OSC who trimmed UCLA without too much trouble. These
teams were selected by basketball coaches and writers. They
should know the score. Shall we then attribute the success
of Holy Cross, Utah and OSC— not to individual stars, but
to combination play of good but not outstanding players?
After bucking traffic at 10th and
Interesting if true!
Madison I
believe we have as good a title to "Dodgers" as
Brooklyn
the
team. The new-fangled trolleys were considerquite
a menace back in 1886; hence the team was called
"Trolley
Dodgers." For a year the club sported the
ed the
"Bridegrooms"
in honor of six newly married memname
bers and then the "Robins" for their manager, Wilbert
Robinson
Pat Brady put on quite a show in the games
with Western, reaching the bases eight successive times.
The big fellow started out the afternoon with a triple and
Jack Fournier once had a big day
a brace of doubles
when he was with the "Robins." Six for six and there he
was at the plate in the ninth, with a grand chance to get
another bingle. To his disgust the runner broke for second
and was erased. Fournier expostulated to Robinson who was
coaching at first. Robbie justified himself on the grounds
of getting the runner in scoring position but the run was
hardly that important. Thus Fournier lost the chance to
have a 7 for 7 day. The only player in big league history
to enjoy such a pleasant afternoon is no other than Wilbert Robinson himself.

...

...

...

when he singled, stole second and
third, and scored when Pat Brady
was safe on an error. Rudy again
contributed to S.C.s scoring when
he doubled after Eddie Wellens,
Dick Parchem, and AlBianchi had
walked, drying in two runs. Bianchi scored on Pat Brady's single. The Chiefs' last two runs
came in the sixth when Ursino,
Wellens, and Parchem walked.
Vena was hit by a pitched ball,
forcing in Ursino, and Wellens
came across for the final score
wehn Bill Nunn forced out Parchem.
The box scores:
FIRST GAME
cattle College
ab r
runn
4 0
„
4
0
ITard
[entz
3 2
4
2
irady

Price
Niles
Gary ..._
Poe
Henderson

_

-

Qualifiers

Ray Nissen
BUI Conroy
Sidney Earle

75
75
79

Ray Sneerlnger
Rnss Annstrom
Ed Waits
Jerry Matthews
Homer Crollard
Luke Emerson
Don McLaughlin
Robert Shay

88

Ross
Totals ..-

Ted Matthews
Don McPherson

Norb Trudeau
Bill Teufel
Fred Hawkesworth
Earl Dennis
Bob Carroll
Tom Lyons
Dick Weir

Norm Reynolds

0
0
0

29

6

7

—

Western Wash.

Western Washington

Runs
Hits
Seattle College
Runs

Hits

—
——

300 011 I—61 6
301 001 2—7

304 132

_...103 120

3
6

82
78
74
76
78-2
83
99
81
104

89

FACULTY FORMS
FASTBALL NINE
A game has been tentatively scheduled for Thurs.,
May 22, at BroadwayPlayfield. Game time, 4 p.m.
See Bill Fenton for details, e.g. student teams,
etc.
Faculty Roster:
Reverends Corrigan,
Carmody and Logan, masters Yandle, Fenton, Lone,
Harlan, Kinerk, Johnson
and McMurray.

0

ders (2). Doubles: Hentz. Balk:
Black. Passed ball: Parchem.
Ip ab h er bb so
Vena
7 29 7 6 5 4
4 17 5 9 5 4
Black
2 8 2 4 6 1
Price

75

94
93

1

0
0
0
1
0
0

Triples: Ursino, Wellens, Win-

85
91

72-1
94

0
1

1
1
1

Intramural Golf
GOLF QUALIFIERS

1
1

5

x—l3x

x

13

7

_
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WEDNESDAY
DISTRIBUTION
FOR
AEGISREADY
Annual

Seattle College
To Be Distributed On
May 21, Under J. Haasze

Beverly McLucas Commerce Club Invites All
Gavel Club Prexy C and F Students To Annual
For Third Year Banquet On Wednesday

Distribution of the Seattle College Annual, the Aegis,
Newly elected officers of
will be made to all SC students and the faculty on.WednesStevenson,
Mary
editor-in-chief.
the Gavel Club for the '47-'4B
day, May 21, announced
Under Jackson Hassze the IK's
year are Beverly McLucas,
have renedered their services.
president; John Spellman,
The plan for distribution will be
vice president; Marcie Moonsimilar to that the grades were
ey,secretary; and Mary Margiven out under at the finish of
garet Horsman, treasurer.
winter quarter. For those who have
at
the
Fort
Sunday
night
Last
The elections were held Tuespaid their student body fees for
Lawton Service men's club, the day.
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SC Jcbz Group
Plays To 1200
At Fort Lawton

The Chamber of Commerce today extends an invitation
to all students in the School of Commerce and Finance to
be their guests at the club's annual banquet, next Wednesday evening at 7:00 p.m.
The affair is to be held at the
Chamber of Commerce Dining
Boom, in the Chamber of Commerce building, at third and Columbia. Mr. George Gunn, a prominent West Coast Industrialist, Is
slated to be guest speaker for the
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jam session. Although the boys
were missing their regular drummer and bass man, the spontan-

teams which participated in the
first three rounds of debating
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Moran and Boseann Cassidy,
Jeann Boberts and Dan O'Brien,
Bob Wanasek and Jim Wilson,
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rangement and the rooms will be Wood who was originally sched- se staged from 8:00 to 9:00. In adannounced in a few days and can uled to M. C. the show. The mu- dition to the finals there will be
be found on the main hall bulletin sicians in the audience were in- an impromptu debate which will
board of the liberal arts building. vited 'to join in on the session. be participated in by Dorm Cox,
It will be announced on the bulle- Two boys from New York did Bob Larson, John Spellman, and
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late because of last-minute mixups. Another show is on schedule
for the U. S. Naval Air Station.
With a few more practice warmups, the boys should be ready to
.give a performance for the college In a week or two. About
the only reason for delay is that
a suitable hall cannot be found.
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have gained him considerable recThose nominated were selected
on a basis of two years' service
ognition.
According to the custom estab- on college or commercial publilished several years ago, all guest cations or acceptance of at least
two literary works by recognized
speakers at Commerce club meetpublications.
ings during the yast year will be
Gamma Sigma Alpha is the
guests of honor at next Wednes- journalism honorary at Seattle
day night's affair. Many prom- College and one of its chief activinent government officials, and ities during the past year has
representatives af labor and In- been the formation and .sponsorship of the highly popular Writers
dustry have been Invited, and Club.
have signified their Intention of
Students selected this year are
being in attendance. Therefore, an Mkshael Hoffman, Mary IJoyd
array of outstanding Northwest Stevenson, Rosooe Balch, Mary
dignitaries will be in attendance. Alice Carey, Joseph Schneider,
Michael Schuller, John Flood,
Tickets for the dinner are availThomas Tangney, George Anderable to all students in the School son,
Patricia Collins, John GorCommerce
Commerce,
of
and the
don, and Catherine Gibbons.
Club has issued an appeal that
they avail themselves of the opportunity of meeting the key figures In Northwest labor, govern■

ment, and industrial circles.

Pre-Med Students
Hear Talk On
Medical Progress
Dr. Edward L. Turner, Dean
at the Unlversit^-of Washington
School of Medicine, spoke to an
informal gatherin % of pre-medical
students on Tuesday, May 13. The
Doctor's talk wafi sponsored by

FQRUM CLUB

TO ELECT FOR
COMING YEAR
Officers of the Forum Club for
the coming year will be chosen at
the next meeting or the club, this
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in Room 210.
Presidential candidates nominated at the Forum's last meeting
are Jack Flood, sophomore prelegal student, and John Spellman,
freshman pre-major.

Gene Brenner, Christine Mehugh, and Bill Michael were seAlpha Epsilon Delta, pre-medical lected to run for the office of
vice-president.
honorary society, j
Secretarial position Is now open
Dr. Turner reviewed several as- to Joann Crulckshank, Dick Elsen,
pects of the progress of medical or Alleen Howe.
science in the last half century.
Duties of treasurer will fall
He emphasized the necessity of into the hands of Barbara Kllnpracticing physicians to keep in- gele, Larry Tayloh, or Pat Maformed continually of the ever- honey.
Improving methods of medical
The meeting will be the last
treatment.
meeting of the school year and
The Dean stated that it was its present officers will formally
his firm belief that in the not relinquish their offices to the new
too distant future, Washington officials.
will have one of the finest mediHolding office at present is
cal schools in the nation. The Christine McHu g h, president,
present faculty has been recruit- Frank Alishio, vice-president,
ed from the ranks of the top med- Margo Horsman, secretary, and
ical educators in the country.
Don Dupely, treasurer. Father A.
When asked about entrance re- S. Wharton, S.J., is moderator.
quirements, Dr. Turner replied
that the selection of candidates
AlXr-SOBOOS. PICNIC
is based upon scholastic achieve5 MILE LAKE
ment, medical aptitude test results, and references.
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REV. F. J. WOOD

(Continued from page 1)
Among those who will be present at Father Woods' first Mass
will be his parents, his brothers,
Dr. Stephen J. Wood, M.D., of
Seattle, and Bro. James Wood, S.
J., of the Jesuit Novitiate, at
Sheridan. His sister, Sister Stephhen Marie (Cecelia Jo Wood)
Maryknoll Sister, at present In
the Philippines, will be unable to
be present.
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Residence

PR. 7878 RA. 3101

5- Point Cleaners

The Students Speak
Dave Lovcik and Peggy Lesser
QUESTION OF THE WEEK:
"Should Seattle College Sponsor Community Programs, i. c. Paralleling the Coming Industrial
Safety Conference?"

Dave Fugh (Frosh, Pre-Forestry) "Emphatically yes! An Informed public is a safety-minded
public. It is a well known fact

that industry looks to the college
ranks for future leaders. What
college men (and women) think
and do today, have an important
bearing on the industrial future
of this country. Anything that
Seattle College can accomplish in
the way of civic welfare by sponsoring such programs will be gems
of priceless value to the present
and future generations."

Summer Quarter
Registration
Opens This Week
Registration for the summer quarter began this week
at the college. Scheduled to
commence classes on June 16
the nine-week term will offer
a full program of study.
According to a survey made of
veterans and general students
who plan to attend the summer
session, enrollment for the quarter will be the largest in the history of the College. Attendance
is expected to reach the regular
enrollment of 2100, Mrs. Ruth

D. E. Griffin (Frosh, Pre Major)
"Anything for general public welfare and improvement means private and individual improvement,
and if Seattle College can help
promote this ideal, it is better for
all concerned: the public, its pub- Johnson, registrar, revealed this
lic, and Seattle College."

Bob Larson (Junior, Phil) "College students are looked upon as
young, ambitious and pretentious
citizens, but somehow they are
heard, understood, and advised. If
this proposal were accepted, another portal of success would be
open to the college and incalcuable good may be obtained thru

It."
John Powers (Junior, Acct.) "I
not only believe it advisable, but
necessary that the college should
take part in this program. Certainly it is one of the best opportunities that can be offered to
grant Sociology majors a chance
to work in the field which they
are studying. It is only too true
that full knowledge in college or
anywhere else cannot be gained
purely from books alone."

week.
New students are scheduled to
register for the summer term
from June 2 to 13. General registration will offically close on
June 13.

George Flood
Guest Speaker
For Graduates

Announcement was made this
week by the Rev. A. B. Corrigan that George Flood, prominent
Seattle attorney, will be the guest
speaker at the commencement exercises of SiCs 1947 graduating
class.
Mary WUcox (Frosh, Pre^MajMr. Flood is particularly known
or) "Yes, these programs help the
for
his work on the Supreme
students to see more clearly what
Court
case concerning private
they can do that is beneficial to
the public and also to themselves. school students use of public
school transportation. He is faGloria Tartaglla (Soph, Soc.)
George jFlood sophomore
"Yes, I have actually learned ther of
student
now attending the Colsomething from these programs
I enjoy them also."
lege.
" The commencement exercises
Cell a Landon (Junior, Soc.)
evening,
"Yes, college students have the will be held Thursday
May 29, at 8:15 in the Moore The(or
have)
should
to
background
His excellency, the most
understand and get something out atre.
Reverend Gerald Shaughnessy, S.
of these comunity service proM.S.T.D., Bishop of Seattle, will
grams. College students of today
conferring honors and
preside,
are the leaders of tomorrow."
awarding diplomas.
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BOVY'S CAFE

- $1.50 PER HOUR

SINGLE SPACE

(formerly Peter Pan Lunch)
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FEATURING

91.00
MRS. MARY TUCKER
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